
Present: 

The Wild Wild West! 
Westward Ho the wagons!! With our dogs at our side, 
we will cross the mountain passes on to the finish line 

and a clean run before the first snow falls! We 
know what we are doing and won’t have to 
resort to Donner party theatrics to execute 

the perfect strategy every time. For these seminars, expect 
standard agility equipment.

Monday January 20, 2020: Executing course strategies

8:00AM - 10:00AM: Novice sequences for perfect strategies  We will look 
at how to strategize for perfect execution every time. For handlers and dogs new to 

agility. Expect 6-10 obstacle courses. Homework: prior to the seminar, you will get a 
course map, please try to memorize the course so we can see how to help you if this is 
tough to do.

10:15AM - 12:15PM: When the perfect strategy does not reveal itself in the walk 
through  Having trouble strategizing in the time allowed during a walk through? You may 
be skipping steps that are vital to success…For handlers who find themselves missing 
steps in the walkthrough or getting distracted worrying about handling. Courses will be 
around 10-12 obstacles. If you have questions about whether this seminar is a good fit 
for you, please ask.  Homework: prior to coming to the seminar please practice 
visualizing going through the steps using the map provided.

12:30PM - 2:30PM: Executing course strategies for teams new to advanced seminars 
Now is the time to kick your handling up a notch. Welcome to advanced seminars! (2 
hours: 5 teams) For first time advanced handlers. If you have questions about whether 
you fit into this seminar please ask. Courses will be around 14-18 obstacles.  
Homework: prior to coming to the seminar please have a course strategized from the 
map provided.

2:45 - 4:45PM: Executing course strategies for advanced teams: Can you strategize on 
the fly? Let’s find out. We have our ways to make you crazy! Fun! (2 hours 5 teams) For 
advanced handlers who have participated in advanced seminars previously and are 
comfortable strategizing and running courses of 16 - 20 obstacles  Homework: Yea, 
you don’t get a map! Pray. That might help.

&



Tuesday, January 21, 2020: Executing course strategies
All sequences will vary from yesterday’s seminars 

8:00AM - 10:00AM: Executing course strategies for advanced teams: Can you 
strategize on the fly? Let’s find out. We have our ways to make you crazy! Fun! (2 hours 
5 teams) For advanced handlers who have participated in advanced seminars 
previously and are comfortable strategizing and running courses of 16 - 20 obstacles 
Homework: Yea, you don’t get a map! Pray. That might help.

10:15AM - 12:15PM: Executing course strategies for teams new to advanced seminars 
Now is the time to kick your handling up a notch. Welcome to advanced seminars! (2 
hours: 5 teams) For first time advanced handlers. If you have questions about whether 
you fit into this seminar please ask. Courses will be around 14-18 obstacles.  
Homework: prior to coming to the seminar please have a course strategized from the 
map provided.

12:30PM - 2:30PM: When the perfect strategy does not reveal itself in the walk through  
Having trouble strategizing in the time allowed during a walk through? You may be 
skipping steps that are vital to success…For handlers who find themselves missing 
steps in the walkthrough or getting distracted worrying about handling. Courses will be 
around 10-12 obstacles. If you have questions about whether this seminar is a good fit 
for you, please ask.  Homework: prior to coming to the seminar please practice 
visualizing going through those steps using the map provided.

2:45 - 4:45PM: Novice sequences for perfect strategies  We will look at how to 
strategize for perfect execution every time. For handlers and dogs new to agility. Expect 
6-10 obstacle courses. Homework: prior to the seminar, you will get a course map, 
please try to memorize the course so we can see how to help you if this is tough to do.



Wednesday January 22, 2020: 
Perfecting a variety of changes of direction. Expect shorter sequences than 

Monday & Tuesday’s seminars.

8:00 - 10:00AM: Using front and rear crosses  In this seminar we will 
work on a variety of short sequences that will give you opportunities to 
strategize where a FC or a RC will work best and why, and then execute 
that strategy perfectly.  (2 hours: 5 working teams). For handlers 
interested in the topic & who may have challenges with where to put a FC 
or RC and have questions about why their strategies for choosing FC v. 
RC don’t always work. 

10:15 - 12:15PM: Introduction to blind crosses This seminar is intended 
to review the basic mechanics of a blind cross, and to give you an 

opportunity to practice blind crosses in a variety of sequences. For handlers who are 
still shaky about the mechanics of the blind cross, and who want to improve their 
technique. (2 hours: 5 working teams) 

12:30 - 2:30PM: How to best utilize blind crosses on course Blind crosses can help you 
on course, but they have to be executed accurately, and you need to know when they 
are best used strategically. (2 hours: 5 working teams) For handlers who want to work 
on how to execute a blind cross effortlessly. And, if you are not entirely comfortable with 
your strategies for when to use a blind cross, this is your seminar. BUT: If you are not 
entirely comfortable with the mechanics of a blind cross, please sign up for the Intro to 
blind crosses. 

2:45 - 4:45PM:  Jumps ‘r us  This seminar will use some of the more complex changes 
of direction, such as blending a back side efficiently into a post turn, or a blind cross; or 
blending a backside into a front cross, or a blind post, or a rear cross, and put these 
moves in the context of longer sequencing, testing your abilities to execute these 
changes of direction. (2 hours: 5 working teams) For advanced handlers, and newly 
advanced handlers who want to improve their handling and challenge themselves in 
more complex puzzles. To participate in this seminar you will need to know how to best 
strategize and then execute FC, RC, & blind crosses. 



Friday January 24, 2020
Perfecting a variety of changes of direction. Sequences will vary from 

Wednesday’a seminars. 

8:00 - 10:00AM: Jumps ‘r us  This seminar will use some of the 
more complex changes of direction, such as blending a back 
side efficiently into a post turn, or a blind cross; or blending a 
backside into a front cross, or a blind post, or a rear cross, and 
put these moves in the context of longer sequencing, testing 
your abilities to execute these changes of direction. (2 hours: 5 
working teams) For advanced handlers, and newly advanced 
handlers who want to improve their handling and challenge 
themselves in more complex puzzles. To participate in this 
seminar you will need to know how to best strategize and then execute FC, RC, & blind 
crosses.

10:15 - 12:15PM: How to best utilize blind crosses on course  Blind crosses can help 
you on course, but they have to be executed accurately, and you need to know when 
they are best used strategically. if you are not entirely comfortable with your strategies 
for when to use a blind cross, this is your seminar.(2 hours: 5 working teams) For 
handlers who want to work on how to execute a blind cross effortlessly. And, if you are 
not entirely comfortable with your strategies for when to use a blind cross, this is your 
seminar. BUT If you are not entirely comfortable with the mechanics of a blind cross, 
please sign up for the Intro to blind crosses.

12:30 - 2:30PM: Introduction to blind crosses This seminar is intended to review the 
basic mechanics of a blind cross, and to give you an opportunity to practice blind 
crosses in a variety of sequences. For handlers who are still shaky about the mechanics 
of the blind cross, and who want to improve their technique. (2 hours: 5 working 
teams)

2:45 - 4:45PM:  Using front and rear crosses  In this seminar we will work on a variety 
of short sequences that will give you opportunities to strategize where a FC or a RC will 
work best and why, and then execute that strategy perfectly.  (2 hours: 5 working 
teams). For handlers interested in the topic & who may have challenges with where to 
put a FC or RC and have questions about why their strategies for choosing FC v. RC 
don’t always work.



Saturday January 25, 2020: Executing course strategies

8:00 - 10:00AM: Novice sequences for perfect strategy  We will look at how to 
strategize for perfect execution every time. For handlers and dogs new to agility. Expect 
6-10 obstacle courses. Homework: prior to the seminar, you will get a course map, 
please try to memorize the course so we can see how to help you if this is tough to do.

10:15 - 12:15PM: Executing course strategies for teams new to advanced seminars 
Now is the time to kick your handling up a notch. Welcome to advanced seminars! (2 
hours: 5 teams) For first time advanced handlers. If you have questions about whether 
you fit into this seminar please ask. Courses will be around 14-18 obstacles.  
Homework: prior to coming to the seminar please have a course strategized from the 
map provided.

12:30 - 2:30PM: Executing course strategies for advanced teams: Can you strategize 
on the fly? Let’s find out. We have our ways to make you crazy! Fun! (2 hours 5 teams) 
For advanced handlers comfortable strategizing and running courses of 16 - 20 
obstacles  Homework: Again no with the map!

 



Sunday 1/26/2020: 

THE NINTH ANNUAL FAR-FLUNG BOWL PRESENTS:

The Wild Wild West!! 

It’s a Far-Flung Fun Run!
Briefing at 8:00AM. The first walk through starts at 

8:15AM so please plan accordingly. The gates will be 
open before 7AM

Come and join us for wonderful agility courses representing 
the latest in what is happening in agility worldwide, and with a theme like “The Wild Wild 
West” I see moonshine on the menu! (BYO booze please!)

There will be live music throughout the morning, courtesy of the “Raindrop Quartet”. 

Three different courses will be run at two levels of difficulty in each round. Pick your 
course and go for it! Veteran’s and new dogs are welcome! Please come and join us! 

The annual awards: the “Push-Me- Pull-You” award for fantastic teamwork and the “Far-
Flung Bowl” award for excellence in dog training will be presented. 

There will be other prizes! And did we mention gun slingers? And saloon 
ladies? And live music? And moonshine? And funny hats? And duckies? 

Now is the time to use what you learned this past week & make 
something beautiful happen on courses representing the latest and 
greatest in agility. 

Bring your camera, bring your sense of humor and come and play! It is a 
guarantee you will have fun and you might learn something along the way.

Expect regulation height contact equipment, anything and everything. Training aids will 
be available for those who want to use them, and are encouraged. Come and join the 
fun! Prerequisites for a day in the Wild West: #1: you must possess the ability to 
have fun with your dog. #2: A sense of humor about yourself won’t hurt either...  


